Density-functional based tight-binding method in conjunction with nonresonant bond-polarization theory is used to predict Raman spectra of single-walled carbon nanotubes with vacancies. Calculations show that the high-energy Raman active modes are more sensitive to vacancies and their energy is generally lowered, while also the radial breathing mode may change in intensity and shape. The connection of these observations to experiments is discussed. The effect of vacancies on the spatial nature of Raman active eigenmodes is analyzed and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since carbon nanotubes were discovered, 1 they have been extensively investigated due to their interesting structural, mechanical, electrical, and optical properties. [2] [3] [4] [5] Current research concentrates on defects, e.g., electronic properties of tubes with defects and tube junctions, 6 defect stability, 7 defect identification, 8 and local vibrational density of states. 9 Because in nanotubes many observables systematically change as a function of the chirality of the tubes, they pose also ideal system for identifying regular correction patterns by careful comparison of theoretical and experimental data. 10, 11 However, little theoretical work is done on how vacancies affect the Raman spectrum of the whole tube, 12 even though Raman spectroscopy is experimentally rather important, e.g., in nanotube identification. 13 It is the main goal of this research to discuss the effect of vacancies on the spatial nature of Raman active modes from the point of view of using this information in the characterization of singlewalled carbon nanotubes ͑SWNTs͒.
II. METHOD
The vibrational eigenmodes of the SWNTs are calculated by using the density-functional based tight-binding ͑DFTB͒ method. The method is ab initio type tight-binding method, where the parametrizations are directly derived from densityfunctional calculations and are highly transferable. DFTB has been successfully used for covalently bonded materials, 14, 15 most notably for hydrocarbons, 16 ,17 also in connection to Raman studies, 18, 19 and even for metals. 20, 21 A review of the method for the interested ones can be found in Ref. 22 .
The SWNTs can be fully described by the pair of chirality numbers ͑n , m͒, which describe the way the tube is constructed from an ideal graphene sheet. The numbers can be used to separate the tubes into metallic and two types of semiconductive tubes. Simplified tight-binding theory has been used to show 23 that if the remainder of ͑n − m͒ / 3 is zero ͑mod0͒, the system will be metallic, whereas it is semiconductive with slightly different properties if the remainder is one ͑mod1͒ or two ͑mod2͒. The special cases, distinguished from the general chiral ͑n , m͒ tubes, are the zigzag tubes with ͑n ,0͒ and armchair tubes with ͑n , n͒, where the naming refers to the end profile of the tube.
The chirality numbers can be used to divide the tubes into three different symmetry groups, 24 TD nh , achiral tubes with even n, TD nd , achiral tubes with odd n, TD N , chiral tubes, ͑1͒
where T refers to translational symmetry group of the tube with respect to the length of the unit cell. D nh and D nd are point groups both based on the dihedral point group D n , but with additional h or inversion symmetries, respectively. Symmetry group of one unit cell of chiral tubes can be formed from the Abelian subgroup C N , for which symmetry operations are translations on tube surface and, in addition, C 2 rotation perpendicular to the nanotube axis. Translation on tube surface includes the minimum rotation of the tube. 25 The equation of motion for the vibrational eigenmodes is
where H is the Hessian matrix with elements H ij = ‫ץ‬ 2 E / ‫ץ‬x i ‫ץ‬x j , M is the mass matrix, and x i are the 3N Cartesian coordinates. v is the 3N-dimensional eigenmode of the system with the corresponding eigenfrequency . Prior to solving the equation of motion, the systems are optimized to a local energy minimum, 26 which is confirmed by the absence of imaginary vibration frequencies.
For ideal nanotubes, the Raman active modes can be selected from all the eigenmodes ͕v ͖ by using symmetry properties. Raman active modes within first-order scattering belong to the irreducible representations A 0 + , E 1 − , and E 2 + ͑us-ing line group notation for achiral tubes; for chiral tubes, the same goes without superscripts Ϯ, due to the lack of horizontal reflection 27, 28 ͒. In practice, one can assign the Raman active modes first by calculating the characters for the eigenmodes ͑using eigenvectors attached to each atom and accepting certain error tolerance͒ and then by comparing the characters to the tabulated values of the Raman active irreducible representations. 25, 28 Because we want to study nanotubes with impurities, one has to content in practice with the ⌫ point of the Brillouin zone. Hence, at the ⌫-point, Raman active irreducible representation remains constant under translations along the tube axis. Group theory predicts the Raman active mode decompositions of 25, 29 ⌫ zigzag = 2A 0 + + 3E 1 − + 3E 2 + ,
confirmed in our symmetry separation. Rather than separating Raman active modes with respect to the Hessian matrix properties, we calculate characters for the modes by using eigenvectors.
The intensity for the given Raman active eigenmodes is calculated by using the empirical bond-polarization method. 30 The method is a rough approximation in which the static polarizability of the system is expressed as a simple sum of individual bond polarizabilities. For a given bond the polarizability can be written as
where subscripts i and j denote the Cartesian coordinates and R is the vector connecting the two neighboring atoms. ␣ 1 +2␣ 2 describes the isotropic and ␣ 1 − ␣ 2 the anisotropic contribution, with ␣ 1 and ␣ 2 describing the polarizability parameters in parallel and perpendicular directions. In other words, the Raman active modes induce polarizability change for the system as a whole when the atoms move in the eigenmode directions. Thus, we need to calculate the changes in single bond polarizabilities with respect to atom displacements R , and weigh them with the directions and amplitudes for the corresponding eigenmodes, yielding 30 P ,ij
for the polarizability for the eigenmode , assuming that the bond polarizabilities depend only on the bond length. The first sum goes over atoms l and the second over the bonds of atom l; R 0 ͑l , b͒ is the equilibrium bond vector and v ͑l͒ is the eigenvector at the atom site l. 
where ͗n͑ ͒͘ = ͓exp͑␤ប ͒ −1͔ −1 is the thermal occupation of mode , and the dependence on incident and scattered light frequencies is embedded in the constant C. In this research, zero temperature is used, which does not affect any of the observed qualitative features.
More accurate description of Raman spectra can be achieved with resonant Raman calculations. 3, 5 These aim for full description of the electron scattering processes between conduction and valence bands, especially emphasizing the transitions between van Hove singularities. In resonant calculations, also second order scattering processes, such as D and GЈ bands, can be described. 2 Restrictions of the empirical bond-polarization theory, such as the one concerning the depolarization effect, are discussed in Refs. 32 and 33.
The Raman active modes are divided according to the incident and scattered light polarizations ij, where the first index refers to the incident, and the latter to the scattered light polarization. Letting the tube axis coincide with the ẑ axis, one can separate the Raman active modes into irreducible representations as follows: 28 xx,yy ⇒ A 0 + and E 2 + ,
In order to analyze the nature of the vibrational eigenmodes between ideal and defective nanotubes, we defined an "overlap" between different modes as
where the mode is connected to the ideal tube and mode Ј to the defective tube. The overlap is calculated by maximizing it with respect to all symmetry operations. For twodimensional degenerate modes only the other one of the modes, is compared to the mode of the defective tube because both degenerate modes would yield the same ͑maxi-mum͒ overlap. The number ͉S Ј ͉ 2 ͓0,1͔ then tells how much "in common" the two modes and Ј have. As will be demonstrated in the result section below, we can even use the concept of the overlap to predict the Raman intensities of defective tubes by comparing the modified vibration modes to the original ones and their Raman intensities by using the heuristic equation,
where the first sum goes over the eigenmodes Ј of the defective system and the second sum goes over the Raman active modes of the uniform tube. This method gives opportunity to calculate the Raman spectrum for defective tubes with knowing only the intensities of the same uniform tube and allows a deeper insight for the cause of the chances in the actual Raman spectrum.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Uniform nondefective tubes
We begin our discussion by summarizing our results for uniform nondefective tubes in order to demonstrate the validity of the calculations and to compare them to reference calculations. The convergence of vibration energies with respect to the tube length in the ⌫-point calculations was carefully checked both for metallic ͑12,0͒ and semiconductive ͑13,0͒ tubes. For ͑12,0͒ tube, the highest A 0 + mode showed little oscillations with respect to the tube length. Wave number of that mode was changed from 1830 to 1540 cm −1 for tube lengths from 17 to 64 Å, respectively. Other two highenergy modes do not show such radical lowering in energy and were converged within 40 cm −1 . Low-energy modes ͑mostly radial͒ are not essentially affected by the tube lengths. The modes of ͑13,0͒ tube showed good convergence, with the highest-energy mode A 0 + lowering most radically from 1850 to 1790 cm −1 for tube lengths from 17 to 64 Å. Other two high-energy mode range changed to less than 15 cm −1 . In order to avoid the effects due to changing the length of the tube, we chose to consistently work with the wellconverged ͑13,0͒ tube of 17 Å length. Only the calculation of density of states, Fig. 9 , for ͑7,0͒ tube was done by using a length of 256 Å.
The high-energy modes of zigzag tubes are shown in the Fig. 1 . The ⌫-point calculation overestimates the high-energy modes, which are approximately 100-150cm −1 higher in energy than the experiments. 34 However, the absolute location of high-energy modes is immaterial because we focus only on the changes caused by the defects. Furthermore, all the low-frequency modes compare well to the experiments and reference empirical force constant model calculations. 34 Figure 2 shows the energy gaps for zigzag tubes ranging from ͑7,0͒ to ͑21,0͒. There is a rather good agreement with the gaps from the tight-binding calculations in Ref. 23 . One can see the separation into three different types of carbon nanotubes, with the gap being close to zero for mod0 metallic tubes, 35 and the gap getting smaller faster for mod2 than for mod1 tubes as the radius of the tube is increased.
Regardless of the overestimation of the high-frequency modes, our results show the lowering of the highest A 0 + mode, which is 20 cm −1 lower in energy for metallic zigzag tubes than for the semiconductive zigzag tubes with the same diameter. The reason for this decrease is due to the Peierlstype mechanism, where the mode A 0 + doubles the periodicity of the tube, and as the atoms move in the mode directions, a gap will be dynamically opened into the otherwise metallic electronic structure. 36 One can see the opening of this gap from Fig. 3 , where the atoms are displaced along the mode directions. Opening of the gap in this fashion will cause the energy as a function of the displacement to increase in a slower rate than for other modes, resulting in the phonon softening of the A 0 + mode. Note that in the general mode case, such a dynamic gap opening does not take place. 37 The high-energy modes are overestimated also for armchair tubes, as shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ , which display all Raman active modes compared to results from empirical force constant method, 34 whereas the lower-energy modes show better agreement. The same can be observed also from 
B. (13,0) zigzag tube with vacancies
Having established the validity of the eigenmode calculations, we now concentrate on the main topic of this paper, which is to inspect the effect of vacancies on the Raman spectra. For consistency, all the calculations for vacancies are done by using the semiconducting ͑13,0͒ nanotube of 17 Å length. Various systems included are a system with a single vacancy ͓inset of Fig. 5͑b͔͒ , a system with one double vacancy ͓in Fig. 5͑c͔͒ , and five systems with two adjacent single vacancies in various configurations ͓in Figs. 5͑d͒-5͑h͔͒. The vacancy concentrations are 1 / 208 for single vacancy system and 2 / 208 for two-vacancy systems. When the single vacancies are optimized, they appear as the socalled 5-1 DB type vacancy, 7 where the local environment is slightly modified, in order to stabilize the dangling bonds.
The main results of this paper are shown in the panels of Fig. 5 , which show the simulated Raman spectra for the various vacancy systems with a line-type coding for the light polarization orientations and symmetries. We now discuss in detail the effects of vacancies as compared to the Raman spectra of the nondefective tube ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒.
The lowest Raman active mode E 2 + shows almost no change at all, the intensities and energies remain practically constant for all vacancy systems. The simple reason for this is that the mode does not effectively "see" most of the vacancies, since the nodes of the mode can, and often are, exactly located on top of the vacancy ͓see Fig. 6͑a͔͒ . This special mode is thus expected to remain unchanged for rather large vacancy concentrations.
The second-lowest Raman active peak reveals some fracturing of the pure E 1 − mode. Especially in the case where the vacancies are located in 90°with respect to each other and the tube axis, the spreading of the original sharp peak is evident ͓see Figs. 5͑e͒ and 5͑h͔͒. The observation is in compliance with the fact that the original mode has two nodes at the opposite sides of the tube, and from two impurities placed at 90°angle, at least one has to be located at an antinode, consequently disturbing the motion.
The third-lowest mode is the radial breathing mode ͑RBM͒, which is an experimentally important mode in assigning different types of tubes and their radii. The spreading of the RBM for all of the vacancy systems can be understood by the simple fact that RBM has no nodes at all and every pointlike defect is likely to disturb the motion of the atoms. In particular, when the two vacancies are located at the same side of the tube, as in Fig. 5͑f͒ , one can observe, in addition to the fragmentation of the peak, a clear drop even in the peak intensity. This result indicates the fact that the two impurities work "in cooperation" to more effectively damp the motion of atoms on one side of the tube.
Most importantly, the vacancies of this type would result in at least additional ϳ10 cm −1 experimental inaccuracy due to the fragmentation of the pure RBM peak. Experimentally, such an error has already some importance to the assignment of the different tubes.
The system of two vacancies at the opposite sides of the tube obstructs the breathing motion at the location of the impurity, as seen in Fig. 6͑b͒ . Introducing this type of mode attenuation at the location of impurity could effectively block the propagation of the corresponding modes along the tube, which would have a profound impact on the heat transfer properties of defective carbon nanotube systems. Thus, although RBM is also a collective mode, having an infinite wavelength along the tube axis, it is more sensitive to vacan- cies than the lowest-energy Raman active mode, which also has an infinite wavelength along tube axis, but has nodes along the circumference. The lowest Raman active mode in Fig. 6͑a͒ does not need to change its characteristics at all. The mode is automatically adjusted so that the two vacancies at the opposite sides of the tube reside at the nodes of the mode. This is an explicit demonstration how the symmetry of the original mode and the symmetry of the defects can coincide and result in very small changes in the energy and intensity.
The last demonstration of how the impurities alter the spatial nature of the modes is shown in Fig. 6͑c͒ , which displays the highest A 0 + mode for one vacancy system. One can see that the high-energy modes, which have a small "wavelength" along the tube axis, must change their pattern of motion within spatially very large area.
The only shown mode from the midband region is the Raman active mode E 2 + , where the atoms vibrate along the circumference toward and away from each other. There is a slight spreading of the peak, even though the total intensity practically remains the same. The unimportant midband E 1 − mode is not shown in Fig. 5 due to its small intensity.
From Fig. 5 , one can clearly see that the high-energy modes are the most sensitive to any impurities. In the one vacancy system ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒ the highest modes are decreased by about 50 cm −1 , but the three different dominant peaks can still be seen. The system with two adjacent vacancies ͓Fig. Having gone through the effects of the vacancies on the Raman spectra, it is instructive to more closely inspect what is actually the mechanisms how the vacancies affect the Raman spectra. In order to do so, we have calculated the Raman spectrum of the defective system by using the spectrum from the ideal system, using Eq. ͑9͒. Figure 7 compares the spectra for the single vacancy system, calculated via the normal bond-polarization theory and via the overlap calculation. The overlap calculation assumes that the similarity of a mode in a defective tube compared to a mode in a nondefective tube and its Raman intensity give enough information to calculate also the Raman intensity of the mode in the defective tube. Because the intensities from the different calculations are nearly the same, apart from some minute intensity changes, it implies that impurities merely modify the Raman spectra by modifying the vibration itself in the vicinity of the impurity, excluding subtle polarization effects. The concept of mode overlap can be further used to inspect the fragmentation of the modes due to impurities. Figure 8 shows the averaged amplitude of the vibration ͉͗v͉͘ R = ͚ ͉R 0 −R k ͉ϽR ͉v k ͉ / N ͉R 0 −R k ͉ϽR as a function of the distance from the vacancy ͑with vacancy at R 0 ͒ for the highest E 1 − degenerate mode in uniform tube and the corresponding modes in a tube with one vacancy. The modes of defective system were chosen from all the other modes on the basis of the large overlap with the original E 1 − modes. In this case, the overlaps of the modes of the defective system when compared to undisturbed system modes are 49.1% and 64.6%. The numbers are the same with both of the degenerate ideal tube modes, since those modes are connected by a simple symmetry operation. Clearly, the original degenerate modes are almost fully present in the two ͑nondegenerate͒ modes of the defective tube.
In the nondefective tube, the function ͉͗v͉͘ R shows that the other one of the degenerate modes has a node and the other one has an antinode at the location of the impurity ͑which, of course, is not actually present in the nondefective tube͒. In the presence of a vacancy, both the modified modes end up having a node at the location of the vacancy, and the size of the vacancy-induced damped motion is roughly 8 Å, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 8 . After that point, the defective tube modes start to converge into original uniform tube mode behavior. This is an important observation when one wants to estimate the effect of different impurity concentrations to the simulated spectra. Note, however, that the size of the vibration slightly away from the vacancy temporarily gets even larger than the asymptotic value of the nondefective tubes.
For completeness, we want to mention that also modes where the motion was, on the contrary, largely concentrated near vacancies were observed. The effective size of the vacancy, that is, the region where the vacancy still affects the motion of the atoms, is naturally different for different modes for the lowest Raman active mode being practically zero and remaining below 10 Å in most cases. Figure 9 represents the electronic density of states for semiconducting ͑7,0͒ tube along with the same tube with single vacancy for concentration of 1 / 336 atoms. Vacancies introduce holes, indicated by an arrow in Fig. 9 , into the original highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital gap, which represent localized states near the vacancy. All the calculations here were done for neutral systems, and it remains to be a challenge of future studies to see how the localized electronic states near the vacancy affect the vibrational patterns, or even more interestingly, to the validity of the approximations in the bondpolarization theory.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Two very general features in common for all the Raman active modes and their coupling to impurities can be observed: the modes are less sensitive to impurities when their characteristic wavelength is larger and/or when they have nodes along the circumference of the tube. This stems from the general trend in nature: the phenomena on a given scale are mostly disturbed by perturbations on that very the same scale. The one-dimensional nature of the nanotubes can, however, bring about additional concerns, where, for example, a pointlike defect can hinder the propagation of vibration modes through the defect, hence fundamentally changing the physics well beyond some localized region. In addition, the considerations of the symmetry of defects ͑such as two single defects in given orientation near to each other͒ may well not be a marginal issue, since the growth processes may well favor impurity systems of certain symmetry or geometry.
In general, the vacancy concentrations analyzed here will cause lowering the high-energy Raman active modes by about 50 cm −1 . We show that the high-energy Raman spectrum can give information of the vacancy configuration. The more vacancies we have and the more randomly the vacancies will be added with respect to the original mode symmetry, the more spread and changed the spectrum will be; due to randomness, the modes cannot adjust themselves so that the nodes would be where the defects are, but also antinodes sometimes come on top of the defects. Higher defect concentration means that nearby vacancies work in cooperation to damp the motion of the atoms, effectively increasing the size of the defect ͑meaning that two defects close to each other have larger effect than the total effect of two separate defects͒.
Experimentally, one of the most important effects is the spreading and shifting of the peaks in the presence of vacancies. Most notably, the RBM mode can even lose its significance for assigning different tubes because the energy can be shifted as much as 10 cm −1 , which is enough to mix it with other nondefective tubes. Our calculations agree with the analysis of vibrational modes in the presence of torsional strain in single-walled carbon nanotubes. 12 The high-energy modes are most sensitive for defects and therefore could also give information of the type of the defect. Our results show that the high-energy modes should not be used in assigning different tubes from experiments. 
